
Aerodynamics – The tail of my Kite 



Big Question
How important is the tail of mi kite? A short or long tail should be better?. I 

will do my own Kite and figure it out



Research
❖ Before the Wright brothers designed the first 

successful airplane, they understood better the 
aerodynamics by experimenting with many 
Kites !

❖ Kites have a long history, and have been used 
in different cultures and kinds

❖ The forces acting on a kite are the same that 
act on airliners: Wind, a Tension (over the 
attached string) and an aerodynamic force. 



❖ My guess is that a short tail, which weights less, will work better 
for my Kite

Hypothesis



Materials
❖ Five (05) tree sticks
❖ Paper
❖ Scissors
❖ Paper glue
❖ Tape string (20 ft long)

❖ Short and long pieces of 
cloth (the tail)

❖ Meter stick, metric measuring 
tape

❖ Hole punch
❖ Paper clip
❖ Lab notebook



Procedure
1. Find straight wooden sticks (2 ft long) 

strong enough so they won’t break 
quickly

2. Build the Kite design (a tic-tac-toe 
shape for me) that needs four (04) 
sticks of the same size and one (01) 
smaller one in the center

3. Take the string and tie the sticks where 
they intersect, and all around the Kite



Procedure
4. Unfold the paper and cut a pattern to match 
the shape of the kite. Use pieces of paper if 
needed to cover all the Kite surface

5. Carefully stick the paper to the Kite frame 
with glue

6. Attach the tail to the bottom of the Kite (Try 
with a short tail first, then the longer one) 

7. Tie a long string to the kite. Ask help from 
someone to hold the kite, and run to make it fly



Results 
❖ I was wrong. The Kite flaw better with the longer tail (5 ft.). It flew very well 

when the Wind was strong (4 times out of 6 tries)

❖ I did many tries to make them fly. Tries with the longer tail worked almost all 
the time. With the short tail the Kite flew but in circles, and after some 2-3 
minutes it rolled down to the ground



Conclusions
❖ I learned that a Kite needs a tail for its 

balance, and not all tails worked. In my 
experiment, the longer tail (5 ft. long) 
worked better. 

❖ The tail adds more needed weight and drag 
to the lower end of the Kite and help to 
make it stable, keeping the kite from rolling



Conclusions
❖ The Kite with the short tail flew at first, but 

after some minutes it lost its balance, 
rolling and falling to the floor. The Kite 
without a tail never worked.

❖ As important as the tail size is the Wind 
force. I found that in the top areas where 
the wind blows more, the Kite flies faster.

❖ I learned about Aerodynamics, forces and 
variables.  


